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Toilet seat tightening kit menards

Photo: photosearch.comSure, there are very intimidating complex bathroom repairs for which you would be wise to hire a plumber. It's not one of those. Virtually anyone can install a new toilet seat. Really, it's just slightly more involved than swaping a new role in the toilet paper container. So regardless of
the reason for a new seat, or the old one has cracked or you are just in need of a change, you can move forward with confidence on this project, which should not take more than half an hour. Materials and tools Available on Amazon - Replacement toilet seat - Tape measuring - ScrewdRiver - Pliers -
Lubricating oil (optional) - 1/2inch socket wrench (optional)Photo: photosearch.comSTEP 1 Remember that although they often look the same, toilet seats come in a variety of sizes. For that reason, before you buy a replacement, make sure to measure your existing toilet seat. It simplified things that are
being made these days, toilets come in a set of standard sizes and their accessories (seats included) are made to fit. However, in the interest of avoiding a return trip to the home centre, take three measurements -the length of the seat, the width of the seat, and the distance between the bolts that secure
the seat to the toilet. Note that on some toilet seats, the bolts are hidden by plastic deck that snap down to reveal the confirmation under. STEP 2 Removing the old seat can be the trickiest part of the job. Many depend on the nature of the nuts and bolts that keep the seat in place. If either or both are plastic,
you probably won't have any problem. Keep the nuts in place at the bottom of the toilet tank while unleashing the bolts with a screwdwinder. If the nuts and bolts are metal, especially if the toilet seat is not replaced in years, corrosive can stand in your way. Here it often helps to apply smear oil (WD-40, for
example) to the nut. Wait about 15 minutes, then use plocks-or, for extra punch, a 1/2-inch socket wrecket-to take the nut off. STEP 3 After removing the old toilet seat, take the opportunity to clean in and around the bolt holes. Next, place the new seat on the toilet, wire the bolts through the freshly cleaned
holes. With one hand prevents the bout of budging, use the other to finger-tighten the nut below. Finally, gently screw into the bolt if you keep the nut steady with pins. Be careful not to take over the bolt; doing so runs the risk of damaging your toilet. Put the plastic deck, if any, over the bolts, and before you
call it a day, increase and lower the seat several times to test for looseness. Tight if necessary. If only every home improvement offered such a great reward for so little effort! Although we rarely recognize it, the toilet seat will be a practical component – actually a long way towards influencing the
appearance of a especially one with a small footprint. Does your bathroom look better with the new toilet seat in place? So thought. Photo: shutterstock.comThough certainly not cutting edge, toilet seat design has seen a tide of innovation in recent years. So if you plan to replace a toilet seat, especially if it's
been some time since you last used the selection at your local home improvement center, keep an eye out for these main features: Silent closure: Away the days of toilet seats' bang are closed. Choose a product with hinges designed to gently let the seat go down lightly. Shaped bumps: The simple, no-
nonsense advantage of shaped-in-place bumps? They do not break over the course of regular use. Colors: Toilet seats now come in dozens of colors. One manufacturer, Bemis, offers a color selector tool to help homeowners navigate the field of available options. Cleaning: The better the seating, the
easier it is to remove for cleaning. Find a product that can be collected with nothing more than a screwdwinder. Durability: Choose a toilet seat with stainless steel or zinc-plated hinge posts, which do not snap or rust as they keep the toilet seat in place. Versatility: For kids there are coach models that are
built-in, removable pottery seats; For senior citizens, some toilet seat models feature side arms with slip-resistant grip. Materials and tools Available on Amazon - Replacement toilet seat kit - Penetrating oil - Adjustable wrenchToilet seat replacement set. Photograph: JProveyD toilet seats require slightly
different methods of installation. Consult the manufacturer's instructions to understand the quirks and idiozincrasies of the product you have chosen. One thing is certain: Today's toilets seats are so easy to install that removing the old one tends to be the hardest step in the process. If your existing toilet seat
is attached to the bowl through metal hardware, the dampness and humidity of the bathroom may have rusty the hinges, making the nuts difficult to remove. If so, inject each nut with an invasive oil, such as WD-40, then wait 10 minutes and try again. Once you've managed to remove the old toilet seat,
continue installing the new one. Few tools are required because more often than not, it is a simple matter of nuts and bolts. Slide the bolt through the appropriate holes in the toilet seat and bake. Then apply, with an adjustable wreckage, apply torque to the nut located under the bowl. The bigger or more the
nut, the easier your work is going to be. Some toilet seat replacement kits may require the use of a tool specially designed for tight spaces. Will these new easy install toilet seat designs prove their durability with of time? We'll find out. In the meantime, consider posting a sign about the toilet warning, No
stand! Photograph: istockphoto.com of printing people who sit to constant opening and closing of the lid and/or seating, your toilets probably get more traffic than any other seat in the house. So it is understandable that the seat could loosen and thuck a little from side to side. The bolts that attach the seat to
the commode, located just behind where you sit, cause the problem. This is no mere irritation, but a potentially unsafe situation, if the lid separates from one of its bolts while someone uses it, causing injuries. Fortunately, the solution is bound to be an easy DIY job – whether you simply need to adjust the
bolts or replace it completely. Read on for two ways to go about intensing a toilet seat. Plan A: Tighten the BoltsTOOLS AND MATERIALs Available on Amazon - Flathead screwdriver - Toilet seat hinges (optional) - Ratchet wreck - Adjustable wreckage (optional) STEP 1Lock the two bolts that attach the
seat to the commod. If there are small plastic cases containing the bolts, use your fingers to open them the same way as you can access a shampoo cap; many modern toilet seater bolt decks are manufactured with this feature. If not, use a flat head screwdwinder to gently loosen them and expose the
bolts. STEP 2Use the screwdriver to intensifies the toilet seat bolts, which are now exposed, screw clockwise until they resist. Make sure you stop when each bolt stops turning; you don't want to strip or break them completely. Alternatively, consider adding a toilet seating hinge washer (less than $1 piece)
to each bolt. These wasers are designed for the specific purpose of keeping a toilet seat in place. If you choose to do it, go to the next step. STEP 3 To install the seating hinge, completely screw the bolts using a counterclockwise movement with your screwdry drive. Slip the washers in place where the bolt
will meet the commode before refreshing the bolts and screw them back. STEP 4If bolts fail to tighten, try holding the nut at the base of the bolt in place with some of the pllices in one hand while turning the bolt clockwise with the screwdriver in the other hand. Again, be careful not to go too far and damage
the bolt or syrup it; once it stops turning, you're done. Photo: istockphoto.comPlan B: Replace the BoltsTOOLS AND MATERIALs available on Amazon - Miniature hacksaw - Toilet seat replacement kit - Replacement nuts and bolts with rubber wasers (optional)STEP 1 If the bolts frozen in place and only
won't budget them, cut them off with a miniature hack saw. Place the sawlem just below the bolt's head and see slowly until you go all the way through the metal. STEP 2 After sawing through the bolt, the cut piece can be warm to touch, so be careful when removed. Repeat process on the other bolt, then



clearly discard any debris on both sides. Remove every nut by turning it counterclockwise, then pull out the bolts and throw it away. STEP 3 If you need Replace hinge as well as the bolts, it's best to buy a toilet seat replacement kit for less than $10 at your local hardware store. These include nuts, bolts
and scratching with screws. Otherwise, you just need replacement nuts and bolts with rubber wasers. Then, with old or new scrambs safely in place, screw the bolts into one at a time by holding each nut at the base, dropping the bolt in the middle of the nut and using your screwdriver to secure each bolt in
a clockwise movement. It must do the trick to intensize the toilet seat. Test the seat to make sure it doesn't move side to side, and you have to sit nicely! Skip to main ContentHome House &amp; Components Toilets Toilets Family Handyman How to replace a toilet seat when the bolts don't come down.
Tricks and techniques to get the job done quickly and easily. By the DIY experts of The Family Handyman MagazineYou can also remove like: TBDHow plastic seat bolts 1: The deep-well socket optionUnscrew nuts on metal toilet seat bolts with a deep-well socket. Apply intrusive coin to help free rust nuts.
Installing a new toilet seat is an easy two-minute work: Set only the seat in place and tight the nuts. Removing the old seat, on the other hand, can be a frustrating trial. Often the bolts that fast the seat are so rust that you simply can't screw the nuts. But there is no need to explode — we have the solution.
First, look at the bolts that secure the seat. If the bolts or nuts are plastic, they cannot rust and will come down easily. Simply spray the cover behind the seat to expose the bolt's head. Screw the bolt with a picker or a screwdrug while keeping the nut down with the pickers. Metal seat bolts: The drilling option
Photo 2: The drilling optionDrill a 1/16-in. hole in bolt. Enlarge the hole to weaken the bolt and break it down. If smearer won't free the nut, grab your drill, drill up little collection and safety glasses. Use a 1/16-in. bit, drill in the bolt where it meets the nut (Photo 2). Drill 1/4. Next, enlarge the hole with a 1/8 in.
Then try the soccer wowk again. Your goal now is not to screw the nut, but to break down the bolt as you turn the nut. If the boltwon does not break, keep extending the hole. Eventually you will weaken the bolt enough to break it. Metal seat bolts: The deep-well socket option If the bolts are metal, you may
be able to screw the nuts with a pliers, but the best tool for this work is a socket wreck equipped with a deep-well socket (Photo 1). Most toilet seats require a 1/2 in. The deep socket fits over the long bolt and grip the nut tightly. Most metal bolts are not covered by a flip-open cover; All you have to do is turn
the nut counterclockwise. Go ahead and turn as hard as you can. If the bolt is copper or severely rusted steel, you can it's off, which is just good. If the nut won't budget, use it with an invasive spray centurant such as WD-40. Keep a rag behind the nut to catch the excretion. Give the meme 15 minutes to
penetrate, then try again. If the bolt rotates as you rotate the nut and not loose, or the bolt just rotates, check the next option. Because they stretch slightly, plastic bolts sometimes allow the toilet seat to slide from side to side. To prevent this, some manufacturers add a plastic sleeve to the seating hinges.
Others include a piece of garment foam that you can place under the hinges. If your new toilet seat has plastic bolts, but doesn't include these improvements, buy a role of two-sided carpet tape and keep a small piece at the bottom of each scarlet. Looking for an unusual color? Several online retailers offer
sample books with 94 toilet seat colors. For about $50 you get the book and a new seat. Just type 'Bemis color direct toilet seat' in a search engine and you will find several sources. Required tools for this replacement toilet seat projectHave have the necessary tools for this DIY project fed before you start-
you will save time and frustration.4-in-1 screwdriverDeep-well-socket.usually 1/2 in. Drill/driver - wirelessLsafe glassesOcket/ratchet setSquired Materials for this replacement toilet seat projectAvoid last-minute shopping trips through all your material ready ahead of time. Here's a list. List.
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